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Policy Plan

Studenten Net Twente has a long history of being a pillar of the network at the University of Twente.
Though SNT has changed over the years, we are determined as a board to work on maintaining it
and improving it wherever possible. Therefore we have formulated four core topics below where try to5

shortly elaborate on our vision for SNT the coming year.

1 Revitalizing Public Relations

For SNT to thrive, we think maintaining public relations is essential. The primary reason for this is
that we see great value in finding new members and creating a thriving community. In order to achieve
this we would like to collaborate more with study associations and study programmes.10

2 Improve Internal Framework

Currently SNT has a wide plethora of platforms for exchange of information and other practical
applications. As SNT board we would like to look into analysing these platforms and where possible
improving wherever reasonably possible. An example of this could be updating the SNT wiki and
looking into new solutions like Nextcloud.15

3 Approach New opportunities

The responsibilities SNT holds have diminished over the years, as LISA had taken over a plethora of
responsibilities. Therefore we think it would be beneficial for SNT to look towards new opportunities.
This may entail looking towards new oppurtinies on the front of offering technical services at the
University, but collaboration with educational programmes to create a new use cases for SNT and its20

services.

4 Maintaining the core

As the SNT board we think it is important to consult the different people and committees forming
SNT and build upon the framework of information and people which is already in place. Therefore
we would like to consult all the committees of SNT and discuss what may be improved and what is25

functioning correctly as it is.
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